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RESULTS:
Based upon the radiograph submitted, the consensus was that no evidence of hip dysplasia was recognized. The hip joint conformation was evaluated as:
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CANINE EYE REGISTRATION FOUNDATION
1717 S. Philo Rd. Suite #15. Urbana, IL 61802

BREED
LABRADOR RETRIEVER

REGISTRATION NAME
BUELLERS FARGO JOAQUIN CAROLINA SKY

REGISTRATION NUMBER
SR58727905
COLOR
CHOCOLATE

BIRTH DATE
08/30/2009
SEX
F

DATE EXAMINED
09/20/2011
PERMANENT IDENTIFICATION
033110361

BREEDER OPTION DIAGNOSIS (details on back)
No inherited eye disease found

THIS CERTIFICATE IS VALID ONLY FOR 12 MONTHS FROM DATE OF EXAMINATION. Certification relates to PHENOTYPE (appearance) only at time of examination; it implies no clearance for GENOTYPE (possible "carrier") or for heritable ocular disease developing subsequent to date of examination.
WARNING: certificate invalid if background not printed in blue ink with the word "original" printed in red ink.